Precursor to Prophetic Word for
those who have felt stuck in 2019...
John 4:35 Do you not say, ‘There are
still four months until the harvest’? I
tell you, lift up your eyes and look at
the fields, for they are ripe for
harvest.

Prophetic Background to #20 !!!
Numbers 20 in the Bible symbolizes the cycles
of completeness. It is not so widely used, but
often it is connected to a perfect period of
waiting, labor or suffering that is compared to
a trial and reward. Jacob waited 20 years to get
his wives and property and release from his
father-in-law. Thus, for the faithful In 2020,
Get ready for the spectacular!

Prophecy is extremely beneficial when
God is changing our direction.
Genesis 49:1&2
1 - And Jacob called his sons and said,
"Gather together, that I may tell you
what shall befall you in the last days:
2 - "Gather together and hear...

Prophetic Word!
God sincerely understands that for many this has
been a season of battle, exhaustion and frustration.
Many in this room are strapped and living a circular
and life that feels monotonous as though they are
going through the motions. For so many years you
have been the ROCK of your family and have chosen
to carry the burdens and pains of those in your life.
Often 2019 did not feel like your year of “DYNAMIC
IMPACT.

2019 shook you and rocked you to the
core, but The Spirit of God is now telling
you that there is a new wind blowing
through the Body of Christ which will
result in your “DYNAMIC IMPACT &
EXPLOSIVE MANIFESTATIONS” both
being experienced at one time. The
FAITHFUL should expect THE SEASON
OF DOUBLE TO BEGIN!

Isaiah 61:7&8
7 - Because your shame was double, and
they cried out, “Disgrace is their portion,”
therefore, they will possess double in their
land, and eternal joy will be theirs.
8 - For I Yahweh love justice; I hate
robbery and injustice; I will faithfully
reward them and make an everlasting
covenant with them.

The Lord says please understand the gravity
of this moment. The vision of the City of
Praise Family Ministries is to extend its
hands to our brothers and sisters of different
cultures. Because of the uniqueness of this
role and the diversity of cultures which are in
this room and that will be soon added to this
family there is another level of supernatural
power that is being admitted at this very
moment.

Yes, the Lord knows that there is racial divide and
brokenness which engulfs the United States.
Because of the worlds cultures and politics, 2020
will be the most divisive year in a generation. While
Satan is working to divide us as a Kingdom family,
rest assured, God is using you (His Church) to
show the power of unity. WE ARE ALL ONE FAMILY
wether black, white, brown or red. We are all
brothers and sisters because we have the same
Father, bleed the same blood and have access to
the same Kingdom Power.

Because of our diligence to fulfill our mandate to
bring people together, this year, the City of Praise
Family will experience extraordinary
breakthroughs. Miracles will show up as instant
healings, restored relations, supernatural removal
of depression and open doors. Every single
moment the enemy has attacked us in pain,
struggle and difficulties God is turning it for your
favor. THE FAITHFUL AND LOVING ARE NOW
ENTERING INTO A SEASON OF RESTORATION.

Zephaniah 3:9
9 - "In the end I will turn things
around for the people. I'll give them
a language undistorted, unpolluted,
Words to address God in worship
and, united, to serve me with their
shoulders to the wheel.

Today, there is an anointing for
entrepreneurship, book authors, and
creative thinking. God is anointing the gifts
in your hands. As we bind together, there is
a supernatural power which is filling this
room. Don’t hold yourself back. As we
forgive one another, keep our mouthes from
speaking negative about each other and
destroy all spirits of pettiness, we will
experience the theme for 2020.

2020 will be our year
of...

Unified VICTORY!!!
Church members, ushers, leaders, families, blacks,
whites, browns, reds and every other individual will not
be tricked by Satan to be divided rather, we will join
together as ONE FAMILY. GOD’S FAMILY and BEGIN A
CORPORATE LEGACY OF WINNING!
We will not ostracize, marginalize, play click games or
hold grudges anymore. In other words, we will not for
fear of breakthrough and blessings because my feelings
are too weak to handle building a kingdom relationship.

James 4:1-3
1 - From whence come wars and fightings
among you? come they not hence, even of
your lusts that war in your members?
2 - Ye lust, and have not: ye kill, and desire
to have, and cannot obtain: ye fight and war,
yet ye have not, because ye ask not.
3 - Ye ask, and receive not, because ye ask
amiss, that ye may consume it upon your
lusts.

This is what happens when we bury the hatchet…
Joel 2:25-32 (NKJV)
25 - “So I will restore to you the years that the
swarming [a]locust has eaten, The crawling
locust, The consuming locust,
And the chewing locust, My great army which I
sent among you.
26 - You shall eat in plenty and be satisfied,
And praise the name of the Lord your God,
Who has dealt wondrously with you;

🙏Major Announcement! 🙏
Because we have been placed in a unique yet
humbling position of having to learn how to
walk through church political pain and we still
stayed together, worshipped tougher, grew
stronger together and became better together
all while walking through the wilderness, we
learned that if you are kicked out a building
you are not kicked out of God’s Grace.

God showed us that He could cover
us in devastating times and provide
glory in the middle of struggle. This
perspective is what God has
mandated: that we share and impart
to kingdom of God Leaders and
support them in their ministry
missions.

There is a new mandate upon us to serve
pastors in aiding them to become healthier
both spiritually, physically and emotionally
while they are leading their flock. Our
heart’s desire is that not another pastor will
die of stress or take his life but will join in
this fellowship of believing leaders who
want to see God bless them and their
congregations.

